VENDORS!

ARE YOU LOCAL? SUSTAINABLE? SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY? COMMITTED TO PEACE & JUSTICE?

Come sell, share, barter or exchange your goods & services at this local outdoor Alternative Gift Bazaar. Only $10 for each organization.

Contact info@prcsd.org

Guidelines for participation

1. RSVP helpful but not required. Show up between 9:30 – 10:15 AM. Rain or Shine. First come; first choice of spot! RSVP helpful if you require electricity since options are limited.
   No cars allowed into area after 10:15am -safety first. Cars must be moved to the far (north) end of the Peace Campus parking lot by 10:15am! Cars cannot be moved until 2:15pm.
2. Choose a spot on the Peace Campus around the parking lot and Friends Center patio. Need electrical hook-up? Limited options. Contact us at info@prcsd.org
3. Set up your tables, canopies, items.
   No tables or canopies provided. Don’t have a table? Consider using a blanket!!
4. Give one of the Bazaar Support Team $10 and receive your Stamp of Approval for Participation.
5. Sell, exchange, barter, network, chat, explore!
6. Pack up all your gear & materials. Cars can leave after 2:15pm.